
Nano Weaponry 4

Nanofactory technology will begin with an assembler — a reprogrammable 
molecular machine capable of making 
a copy of itself. An assembler would be extremely small, composed of 
maybe a couple million atoms. --Molecular nanotechnology, sometimes 
called molecular manufacturing, describes engineered nanosystems 
(nanoscale machines) operating on the molecular scale. Molecular 
nanotechnology is especially associated with the molecular assembler, a 
machine that can produce a desired structure or device atom-by-atom using the 
principles of mechanosynthesis.



This is about the same as a ribosome. For a reference, see this picture of 
some nanoparts next to a virus:

An assembler would basically be an artificial ribosome. Ribosomes are the 
little machines in the cell that manufacture every protein in your body. Its 
basic design hasn’t changed in over a billion years
 
Special Note when the nanobiotech integrates with your ribosomes it initates a
new program for assembly and operations---til you disengage the program it 
will continue in it's objective so any thing that can directly assault this will just 
charge this and cause it to adapt and modify with a mechanism to defend 
and will improve upon its design~ the nano molecular machine works the 
exact same way as your cells do with a identical operating system 
designed to be adaptable

x

http://www.zyvex.com/nanotech/nano4/merklePaper.html


Molecular Nanotechnology

Nano Molecular Machines ---Repercussions

Some of the health issues in regard to being exposed to this molecular take over-and this 
is not all of the health issues as a result of advanced research and understanding you 
can attribute to health concerns ---all of them to exposure to this tech without 
exception~ inducement through vaccinations~ medications~ supplements~ foods ~ water
supply~ air~ pollutants from industry and manufacturing-even cosmetics~ toiletries~ 
cleaning agents~clothing~ in fact all your GMO and GE in foods uses this nano 
molecular biology to affect the crops and livestock fed these crops and then essentially to 
the general population---there is no organics~ if you wanted to create  a mutation a 
experiment to determine the results then this would be done easily by aerosoling the 
sky to use people as test subjects to effect a change in there genetics~by inducing the 
nanomolecular components in a vaccine~ you could program a disassociation with the 
dna and the immune system or you could disengage the mechanism for the immune 
system to respond to a invading assault on a host ( GCMAF is disengaged  through 
vaccines) or you could increase the efficasy of the delivery of the medicants  with a 
permanent disengaging of normal biological functions and manufacturing of 
chemistry- benzodiazepine-comes to mind it accesses he receptor sites and then
shuts down the normal production of gaba--the side effects as a result of 
causing the brain to imbalance are horrific~ enzyme activity~ ROS response~ 
Histamine response~ deactivate ATP production ~ disengage mitochondria~ reprogram 
the digestive system ~ cellular mutations (cancer) brain malfunctioning( alzhemers due to
heavy metal over load and the brain producing the protein that would block the flow to 
the brain or the parkinsons where by the nanomolecules are embedded in the brain 
causing a network across the brain causing the brain to short out as a result you see the 
shaking and stuttering effects)



to further the details on how this can and does assault everyone\
Conceivable types of nano-weapons are limited only by human imagination and 
include a variety of agents that may be designed to kill or maim human beings, 
animals, crops, or attack any of the many environmental systems composing the 
earth’s fragile ecosystem. A small sample of the types of potential nanotechnology-
based weapons includes the following.14 Nano-poisons could be delivered to 
individual, small group or large group targets, not only to kill or disable, but could 
also be used to trigger specific brain functions or neural patterns thus effecting a 
form of mind control, for example, by reducing aggressive impulses or rendering 
victims pliable and subservient. “Nano mind erasers” could modify or even erase a 
person’s memory by inducing a succession of tiny and unnoticeable “micro fields” 
targeted to certain brain areas creating Alzheimer-like symptoms in its victims. 
Nano heart stoppers and stroke inducers would operate by restricting neural or 
arterial blood flow causing excruciating pain, permanent damage or death to its 
victims. Invisible nano needles could be projected at victims like bullets from guns 
at extended distances to arrest victims’ physical movement or otherwise disable 
them. In addition to serving as weapons of mass destruction and for targeted 
assassination, nano devices can operate as “nano-dust spies” for reconnaissance 
purposes or sentinels in defensive applications. Respiratory, ingestive or dermal 
exposure to seeming innocuous nano-particles may pose a health hazard depending 
on the size, surface composition and bioreactivity of the particles and can cause 
adverse cellular and neural effects.

so as you can see we have been duped and continually being duped by the medical field 
and with there incompetence with there Diagnostics~ nothing is as it seems and nothing 
is here to assist us in our endeavors to seek a long and prosperous life ~ the introduction 
of this molecular machine with the right operating system can make it the most dangerous
assault weapon on the planet ~ don't be deceived into thinking that this is not all bad~ 
historically when ever anything was made for the "benefit of mankind" it always 100% of
the time was a bane and caused untold damage to people who used these" benefits" but 
none of these are recorded~ and with the latest from the cdc saying they want to kill " 
white people" because they do not want to partake of there molecular technology that can
cause irreparable damage the the dna -genetics -chromosomes and cause genetic transfer 
of that damage for up to 7 generations they feel this "benefit " that the european decent or
european immigrants should be punished by execution~ what a benefit!! take it and your 
screwed dont take it and your dead--

What can you do??? 



everyone has this enology in you dont worry the globalist were equal opportunist when it 
came to sharing death ~ are you feeling privileged yet?" and so with all technology on 
any level the only thing missing once a system is built or loaded is to activate~ and once 
it is activated then there are only 2 ways to turn it off either A shut it down or B wipe out 
the program that it is operating on~ and then proceed to remove the constructs
but in the interim you need to prepare not only in the removal but also on the 
prevention a to minimize exposure or neutralize --so in this section I will mention a 
few things I have utilized and have shared globally with people who have also used these 
methods with success to bring down the loads to a managable level---- let me insert here
that as far as I know there is no cure due to the fact we are constantly being 
reloaded with these molecular machines daily in just breatheing and eating--But 
there is  ways and means to manage the loads reduce them down and have relief~ am still

working on a better solution~ the Anti nano bucket produces a EMP or 
degausing effect on the nano when you place your legs inside the bucket with the water 
and acid and salt mix( acetic acid or vinegar or you can use citric) with out the pulsing 
you will remove only biofilm ~ material used by your system to either break down or 
contain the assault~ with the pulsing you will see all kinds of nano constructs release 
from chips ~ fullerenes~ wire like looking tubes~ metals that are shiney~ black carbon 
and or barium titaniate~ silver~ aluminum~ what appears to be a sulphur~ copper 
particulates ~ metal particulates~ mimetics-- with the pulsing you begin to remove the 
constructs -disengage the program and drain the body of the build up~ may even see 
vericose veins diminish~ may see bruising of veins recover ~ see lower back pain 
become lighter and lighter til you almost feel like normal~ kidney over load is lessened~ 
and you may even feel less movement inside the body ( crawlies) which are quantum dots

you Also have the option of the Anti Nano Triangle  which you can place in 
the tub where this hits the whole body~ by adding 4 salts~ TSP~  Epsom Salt~ Borax~ 
and baking soda 1/4 cup of each you hit the whole body and as well the salts will also 
disengage radiation from the body which you are constantly exposed to on a daily bases
you may feel even more allieviated as a result and may see even bigger volume of release
and relief-

Building Scrambler units  in your dwellings will minimize activation by 
distorting the signals entering where you work or live which can also increase ionization 
in the area where you place the machines--Adding shielding on the walls ~ a faraday 
cage like unit or painting the interior with either lead or copper  and grounding the walls (
make sure you have a direct ground ) this will also redirect the activation and in fact 
utilizing these things may assist in your sleep patterns-- You can also make yourself a 
portable EMP device that you can EMP yourself several times a day to increase the 
disabling of the molecular machines ( nanobiotech assembly) and afterwards bathe with 
the triangle can go along way in the removal or use the anti nano bucket so with devices 



you can build--- https://www.bitchute.com/channel/gS5E0SSRIbLH/  this can go 
along way in the removal and disengagement of the program

Foods to consume are basically high saturated fats ( cream ~ eggs~ yogurt full fat 
kefir full fat butter -ghee-palm oils lard tallow lanolin for cellular repair and 
integrity  and hormone balance)~ do not use any omega 3 especially canola ~ flax or 
fish  oils these will increase the compromise of the cells and break down there cellular 
integrity~ do not consume veges above the ground stick to root base and mash them 
down this will form a fibre when mashed and consumed and followed by a beverage will 
help it he removal of build up in the colon~ Veggies you want to consume are high in 
saponins which will keep kidneys as well as blood flushed ~ sulphur based like onions 
and garlic ~ if you have thryoid issues do not use horseradish ~ radish or black radish or
mustard these will cause more compromise of the thyroid) as well any animal protein or
full fat dairy utilize do not use pea soy or rice or hemp proteins they will ether have 
glyphosates phyto estrogens are incomplete and deplete the body of minerals 
essential to antioxidant and enzyme productions wer usage should only be distilled 
or RO water water was meant to hydrate cleanse and atactivate~ the argument 
utilized is without merit of the dangers and depleting effects of the water there is no 
evidence to substantiate the claim that it strips from the body whatsoever ~ and you need 
the cleanest water available to assist in the cleansing of the system~ other waters with 
gimmicks are what they are gimmickery and if you are using minerals then the cleaner 
waters will assist in the utilization ~ less to clean 
Detox is going to be important once you disengage you have to remove te debris that is 
still inside which if it is not removed then your immue system will be on full on trying to 
remove ~ the Use of Sodium Thiol Sulphate is one of the most effective I have seen in 
removing this in huge volumes ~ to date nothing I have seen comes close to the effect 
only draw back is it taste like _)(*&^%  for moe details 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EKXbeLK36o
Anything you can do to shield your self ~ buying the copper or silver sheets to deflect 
the freq ~ can assist utilize the magnetic helmets as far as the feedback I have received 
were ineffective  alot of pendants are being marketed and they to I have found and 
discussed with people in the field shows ineffectiveness~ due your due diligence in your 
research substantiate everything ~ dont just go by feelings~ most times they are 
unreliable ~ if you have a feeling or intuition  if you act on it make sure you can verify it 
alot of times you may feel something and it turns out to be incorrect--biblically it states 
"there is no discharge from war" we are at war with a AI world releasing 
nanoweaponary on the GP daily~ do not allow media mainstream to weave and decieve 
and do not allow anything from new age to interfere either to date I have not seen 
anything yet that is accurate~ do not allow superstitious concepts to get in the way 
either~ usually this is ignorance with fear to insure you do not investigate and 
substantiate~ biblically it states test all things and hold hast to what is Good would 
suggest you apply this principal~ remember as well opinions are like assholes everyone 
has one but not everyone can prove what they say or what they present
the concept here was to show you where we really are in the realm of this war and how it 
is being waged and who it is being waged against~ hopefully you are now better armed to
fight the good fight and save your selves and the people in your network



for more information on removing and restoration
NanoSolutions 
http://augmentinforce.50webs.com/RECIPES%20FOR%20THE%20YOUTUBE
%20VIDS.htm#NANO%20Solutions

Restoring ATP and Mitochondria http://augmentinforce.50webs.com/RECIPES
%20FOR%20THE%20YOUTUBE%20VIDS.htm#Enhancing%20Energy
%20Levels%20Through%20Mitochondrial%20Support

ATP restore
http://augmentinforce.50webs.com/RECIPES%20FOR%20THE%20YOUTUBE
%20VIDS.htm#ATP%20Activator%20Formulas%20and%20Resources

Detoxer to remove the inert nano metals and other debris 
http://augmentinforce.50webs.com/RECIPES%20FOR%20THE%20YOUTUBE
%20VIDS.htm#STS—Sodium%20ThiolSulphate

For tech info
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/gS5E0SSRIbLH/


